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Wow!! We are tied with Laguna for the winner of the Coast League,playoff on the 4th.
Way to go team

We had a good turn out of volunteers to help change the lane markers and because of
that it went very quickly and it was done in an hour.Thank you to those that turned out.
We cannot do much without ourvolunteers and fortunately for us we seem to have a solid
core that helps all the time

We are now going into the US Open time and will need much more help. They will be
playing here at least three days and the odds are we will need refreshments etc. We most
likely will have some singles games at our club and will need markers.

Please VOlunteer,we will give you instructions on how to do it

Looking forward to a busy month



COMING EVENTS 1=OR
SEPTEMBER
9/6-JOSLYN MIXED TRIPS @1--I0LMBY
PARK
9/7 -MACCABE:E: PAIRS@BEVERLY
HILLS
9/14 - 9120 US OPEN CHECK
LOCALES ON UNE
9/24-LADIES DAY @ SANTA ANA
9/27 -MIKE AND MIMI MAJER MIXED
PAIRS@LAGUNA WOODS
9/28-AUSSIE: PAIRS@RIVERSIDE:

COMING EVENTS FOR
OCTOBER
lOIS-BILL HISCOCK MIXED 2-BOWLS@
CORONADO
10/8 LADIES DAY @NEWPORT
10111MEN If<WOME:NVET /NOVICE: PAIRS
@ LAGUNA BE:ACH,SUN CITY
MACKENZIE PARK
10112 JACK BECKLEYMIXED RINKSI"Q"
SCORING @SANTA MONICA
10115 LADIES DAY @NEWPORT
10116-18 NORTH AMERICAN CHALLENGE
@SUNCITYAZ
10119 SKINS CUTIHROAT @ SANTA ANA
10125 WATERBURY @LAGUNA WOODS
10126 SWLBA 5-MAN TOURNEY(ONE
TE:AM PE:R CLUB @ LAGUNA
BEACH ••• SWD WOMEN'S 5 STAR @
SANTA ANITA
(WHEW•••• THATSA BUNCH OF
"HAPPENINGS, NO?)
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THE WINE COUNTRY

www.thewinecountry.com
Randy Kemner

Proprietor562.597.8303
800.505.5564

Fax 562.587.9493
2301 Redondo Avenue
Signal Hill, CA 90755

mo~a aaOUT maT
TIPS

This job of editing a monthly newsletter can
be very humbling at times. Now is one of
those times. last month Morris wanted me
to include some info on the proper use of
the mat. I decided to "modify" his words.
That was a mistake, as I later realized.

To rectify the matter, I have printed the
material just as it was given to me on the
last page of this month's Write Shot~

While on the subject of editing (or
editoring if you will), I must tell you I will be
ending my position with the Write Shot at
the end of this year. If you have a knack for
writing or running things in print, please let
us know at the club and we'll be happy to
help you with the transition.

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS

RANDY KEMNER ••• THE 4TH,

BOB BREEN ••THE 10TH
, AND

JEAN COCHRAN ••THE 29TH
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EDITOR'S CORNER
BYJIMLEE

In our techno- world there
can be some fun:

If you wish to get out of
Long Beach in your

imagination for a bit, go to
www.crazyguyonabike.com
and search Carl Barry (one
of our own bowlers). Then
go to his title of Bowling

Down the Pacific Coast on
my Viagra.

His girl friend has posted
deily entries··· ···.just click
on a date that shows when
he bowled at certain clubs
or whatever. I think you

will find it most interesting!

\



*TIPS on using the MAT to help you WIN

1. Carefully center the mat on the center-line.

2. Take care to stand on the mat in the same place before each bowl.

a. Facing your aiming point, place your non-stepping foot with big toe directly in center of

mat (backhand or forehand). -

3. Make adjustments to your aiming point at the jack end of the rink.

a. If mat is off line with the rink center you make it more difficult to roll to the jack because

adjustments have to be made at the jack end and the mat end of the rink.

4. Always stand on mat until your bowl comes to rest.

There are at least 5 good reasons, which have to do with a successful delivery, and the

- rules and the etiquette of the game

It will help you avoid a foot fault.

It will discourage you from wandering into the opponent's rink on your

follow through.

It will discourage you from leaving the mat too soon.

It will help you make better adjustments on the next shot.

It will encourage you to stay down longer in your follow through.


